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1 Introduction

There was a time when companies used their own generators to produce electricity for running their
factories or plants. This usually required a large capital expenditure when purchasing dynamos, and
also required maintenance costs. This business model was quickly dropped and companies started
to buy electricity from a utility supplier of electricity, because it proved to be cheaper and eas-
ier to buy electricity as a commodity without worrying about maintenance and updating equipment.

It is becoming increasingly apparent that computing is performing a similar transition at present,
with computing, and other information technologies, being sold as a commodity which can be
purchased from utility suppliers. The availability of significant computational opportunities is
being provided by several companies, such as Amazon, Google, and Microsoft. They provide high-
performance solutions that enable users to utilise their computational infrastructure, and to only
pay for the resources used. The web services platform of these organisations are suitable for user
groups of any size, including individuals. The “Cloud computing” concept is very simple: the com-
puting resources are located somewhere (not in your office/ computer room) and you will connect
to them and use them according to your requirement.

We are providing a quick guide to start using cloud computing through Amazon’s platform website.
Users are not required for any long term commitment with Amazon and are allowed to choose any
development platform or programming model that is most appropriate for their problems to be
solved. Amazon Web Services (AWS) provide different services which includes Amazon Elastic
Compute Cloud (Amazon EC2), Amazon Simple DB, Amazon Simple Storage Service (Amazon
S3), Amazon CloudFront, Amazon Simple Queue Service (SQS), Amazon Elastic MapReduce, AWS
Premium Support.

Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2) is used to get Amazon’s high computing resources for
which an Amazon Machine Image (AMI) is required. An AMI is an encrypted machine image (a
file) that contains all the information required to boot an instance of your software and it is stored
in Amazon Simple Storage Service (S3). Users can either create their own AMI or use public AMIs
(a public AMI can be used as it is or with some modification). Figure 1 illustrates the flow of EC2.

Although the detailed documentation is available at Amazon’s website, this paper provides a quick
way for getting started with Amazon’s cloud computing.
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Figure 1: Amazon Elastic Cloud Compute (EC2) Flow (Source: http://aws.amazon.com/)

2 Amazon Cloud Computing Guide

First of all, you have to create your Amazon Web Services (AWS) account, Amazon Simple Storage
Service (S3) account and Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2) account in order to use Amazon
EC2. You will get your Access Key Identifiers by logging in to your EC2 account (select ’Security
Credentials’ link from ’Your Account’ menu). You are now able to start with Amazon EC2 either
through AWS management console or through command line tools. This paper covers the details
of command line tools. These tools are available as a ZIP file in Amazon EC2 Resource Center via

http://developer.amazonwebservices.com/connect/entry.jspa?externalID=351&categoryID=88

In order to use command line tools, you have to go through the Access key Identifier process
in which you will download two files: Private Key file and X.509 Certificate file that will be re-
quired to set up Amazon command line tools. Amazon suggests that you create a .ec2 directory in
your home directory and save these files in it.

The following steps are required to access AWS services (EC2 and S3) through command line
tools, assuming a bash shell. The $ dollar sign represents the command line prompt.

2.1 Setting Environment Variables

2.1.1 Java Home variable

Command line tools are written in java; so an environment variable (JAVA HOME) is required to
locate java runtime environment. This variable should indicate the full path of the directory that
contains a sub-directory named bin which contains the java executable modules.

$ export JAVA HOME=〈path–to–java〉

2.1.2 Command Line Tool Home Variable

An environment variable (EC2 HOME) is required in order to locate supporting libraries. It should
contain the path of the directory where command line tools were unzipped. This directory contains
subdirectories named bin and lib.

$ export EC2 HOME=〈path–to–CommandLineTools〉
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Another variable PATH indicates subdirectory bin through the following command:

$ export PATH=$PATH:$EC2 HOME/bin

2.2 Identify yourself

You are required to identify yourself to the command line tools so that they know which ac-
counts/credentials to use for request. Two environment variables EC2 PRIVATE KEY and EC2 CERT
are required to be set that will point to your private key and certificate respectively through the
following commands:

$ export EC2 PRIVATE KEY=/.ec2/〈private–key–filename〉
$ export EC2 CERT=/.ec2/〈certificate–filename〉

Example :

$ export EC2 PRIVATE KEY=/.ec2/pk-ABCYZTANYEC6QXYWB1XV7Y99MLN.pem
$ export EC2 CERT=/.ec2/cert-ABCYZTANYEC6QXYWB1XV7Y99MLN.pem

2.3 Find a suitable AMI

The following command shows a list of Amazon’s public AMIs and your AMIs. You can select the
most suitable AMI for your requirement.

$ ec2-describe-images

2.4 Generate SSH Key Pair

If you are using a public AMI, you will need a private/public key pair in order to login to the
instance. This key pair is required because public AMI does not have any password.

$ ec2-add-keypair 〈keypair–name〉

Example :

$ ec2-add-keypair fnm-keypair

Amazon will return a keypair that must be saved in a local file for later use. File name should start
with “id rsa-” followed by the keypair-name, e.g: id rsa-fnm-keypair.

2.5 Running an Instance

The following command launches an instance:

$ ec2-run-instances 〈ami–ID〉 –k 〈keypair–name〉

Example :

$ ec2-run-instances ami-b55dbbdc –k fnm-keypair

This command will return an instance-ID that should be noted for later use.
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2.6 Describe an Instance

“ec2-describe-instances” is another useful command that shows the status of an instance including
ami-ID, instance-ID, hostname (e.g: ec2-17-109-43-222.compute-1.amazonaws.com), and so on.

$ ec2-describe-instances 〈instance–ID〉

Example :

$ ec2-describe-instances i-e1858395

2.7 Authorize Network Access to an Instance

Before logging in to your instance, you are required to authorize access through the “ec2-authorize”
command.

2.7.1 To authorise access for http

$ ec2-authorize 〈security–group〉 –p 22

Example :

$ ec2-authorize default –p 22

2.7.2 To authorise access for SSH

$ ec2-authorize 〈security–group〉 –p 80

Example :

$ ec2-authorize default –p 80

These are one-time commands needed to allow access from your home machine to Amazon servers.

2.8 Connect to your Instance

The following two commands will connect you to your instance and allow you to login as root user
to have full control over that instance.

$ ec2-get-console-output 〈instance–ID〉
$ ssh –i 〈keypair–filename〉 root@ 〈hostname〉

Example :

$ ec2-get-console-output i-e1858395
$ ssh –i id rsa-fnm-keypair root@ec2-17-109-43-222.compute-1.amazonaws.com

Note that i-e1858395 is an instance-ID and ec2-17-109-43-222.compute-1.amazonaws.com is the
hostname that you can get from the “ec2-describe-instances” command. Hostname is the name of
the machine that is allocated to you to run your instance at Amazon.
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2.9 Modifying an Existing AMI

After launching a suitable public AMI, you can install/add your required software or tools. Once
you have modified your instance, the following command from your home machine will upload your
private key and X.509 certificate.

$ scp –i 〈keypair–filename〉 〈private–key–filename〉 〈certificate–filename〉 root@
〈hostname〉 : /mnt

Example :

$ scp –i id rsa-fnm-keypair pk-ABCYZTANYEC6QXYWB1XV7Y99MLN.pem cert-
ABCYZTANYEC6QXYWB1XV7Y99MLN.pem root@ec2-17-109-43-222.compute-1.
amazonaws.com:/root

The “ec2-bundle-vol” command now encrypts and signs the modified AMI so that only you and
Amazon can decrypt it.

$ ec2-bundle-vol –d /mnt –k /mnt/ 〈private–key–filename〉 –c /mnt/ 〈certificate–filename〉
–u 〈Amazon–account–number〉 –r i386 –p 〈image–name〉

Example :

$ ec2-bundle-vol –d /mnt –k /mnt/pk-ABCYZTANYEC6QXYWB1XV7Y99MLN.pem
–c /mnt/cert-ABCYZTANYEC6QXYWB1XV7Y99MLN.pem –u 017495351714 –r
i386 – p fnm-image

You can get your Amazon account number from “Your Account” menu after logging in to your
EC2 account. It should be noted that the Amazon account number, in ec2-bundle-vol command,
must be supplied without dashes/hyphens.

2.10 Uploading an AMI to Amazon S3

The newly bundled AMI needs to be uploaded to Amazon S3 for which the “ec2-upload-bundle”
command is used.

$ ec2-upload-bundle –b 〈s3–bucket〉 –m /mnt/ 〈image–ID〉 .manifest.xml –a
〈aws–access–key–id〉 –s 〈aws–secret–access–key〉

Example :

$ ec2-upload-bundle –b fnm-essex-001 –m /mnt/fnm-image.manifest.xml –a
BJAAU1CHDDKAAAE18Y9Z –s ZaZKJJ202JHK+13XajZcP76no4qAjy8SxZuPPP+a

2.11 Register an AMI

The newly modified image must be registered with Amazon EC2 to locate it later and to run its
instances.

$ ec2-register 〈s3–bucket〉 / 〈image–ID〉 .manifest.xml
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Example :

$ ec2-register fnm-essex-001/fnm-image.manifest.xml

Amazon EC2 will return an AMI identifier that can be used to run instances of the new AMI.

2.12 Terminate an Instance

Finally you will need the “ec2-terminate-instances” command to stop execution of your instance.
The format of the command is:

$ ec2-terminate-instances 〈instance − ID〉

Example :

$ ec2-terminate-instances i-e1858395

2.13 An Example to Run a C program at Amazon Cloud

The following example illustrates how to execute a C program using Amazon machine. The AMI
ID, instance ID and amazon host machine name used in this example are all imaginary. First we
will run an instance of a selected AMI and then secure copy command (scp) will copy a C program
in to the Amazon machine. You can copy your data as well with the “scp” command. We will then
compile and execute the C program at the Amazon machine and finally bring the output back to
our home machine.

$ ec2-run-instances ami-a55r61bb –k fnm-keypair

$ ec2-get-console-output i-a1885632

$ ssh –i id rsa-fnm-keypair root@ec2-11-312-51-960.eu-west-1.compute.amazonaws.com

The “ssh” command will directly connect us to the Amazon machine. So, we will refer to the
current shell as Amazon shell. We will open a new shell (we will call it home shell) on our home
machine and use copy command:

$ scp –i id rsa-fnm-keypair myprogram.C root@ec2-11-312-51-960.eu-west-1.compute.
amazonaws.com:/root

After copying our C program, we will use Amazon shell once again to compile and execute our
program.

$ cc myprogram.c

$ ./a.out our–output

The output of our program is stored in “our-output”file. We will now bring the output back to
our machine by “scp”command from the home shell.

$ scp –i id rsa-fnm-keypair root@ec2-11-312-51-960.eu-west-1.compute.amazonaws.
com:/root/output /home/fnm/
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